Professional Early Childhood Inclusion Credential (PECIC) Level 1 Resources

To obtain the PECIC Level 1 Credential, each professional must complete all nine (9) requirements. The resources below will guide you on how to meet each requirement.

Complete five (5) PD Events available in the Ohio Professional Registry (5.5 hours of Ohio Approved training):

Sign in to your OPR profile, click FIND TRAINING and search for the following PD Events either by the title or the ST number provided. Attendance verification for these PD Events will be automatic and you do not need to upload any certificates of completion into your OPR profile.

1. Responding to Trauma and Supporting Resilience : OCALI Suite of Resources
   ST10132092 – 1.25 Ohio Approved Training Hours

2. This Child, Each Child Will Grow and Learn-CYC Suite of Resources
   ST10132090 – 1 Ohio Approved Training Hour

3. We Can Do This, Right Where We Are: OCALI Suite of Resources
   ST10132089 – 1.25 Ohio Approved Training Hours

4. Preschool Special Education 101: ChildFind
   ST10132084 – 1 Ohio Approved Training Hour

5. Making Referrals in Early Childhood Settings
   ST10135076 – 1 Ohio Approved Training Hour

Complete four (4) requirements outside of the Ohio Professional Registry:

You will attest to your completion of these requirements in the application prior to submission.

6. Review the Critical Core Competencies handout

7. Review the Overview of IDEA handout

8. Review the ECTA Indicators of High-Quality Inclusion for Local Programs handout

9. Complete the required Division of Early Childhood’s Cara’s Kit

Additional Inclusion resources not required for the credential:
ECTA Center Inclusion videos
Evidence-based Early Intervention
Ohio’s Core Knowledge and Competencies